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Provider Credentialing is a complex process. With so many tasks and so many people and 
processes involved, the probability of something critical being overlooked is almost a sure 
thing.

Ensure nothing falls through the cracks with Provider Credentialing from symplr — the most 
effective, effcient way to manage your medical credentialing processes. Our web–based 
solution simplifies and streamlines the entire process of credentialing your medical and allied 
health providers — from provider application and verification to committee appointment, 
payor enrollment and expirables management. Our solution will guide you through every 
step, saving you valuable time, money, and resources.

PROVIDER
CREDENTIALING
STREAMLINE YOUR MEDICAL CREDENTIALING PROCESS

CHECK OUT THESE BENEFITS:

The AMA reports that the
average practice spends 14%
of it's time filling credentialing
applications

Faster Credentialing, Less Work — Eliminate mountains of paperwork and 
timeconsuming email trails. Providers can apply and attest online, anytime, anywhere.

Reduce Risk — Our intelligent checking and cross-matching algorithms and library of 
3,200+ industry-recognized forms, puts the right form for the right payor or facility at 
your fingertips and reduces errors, or upload your own forms.

Ensure Compliance — Demonstrate complete compliance. We keep a complete 
unimpeachable audit trail of your credentialing history, with powerful, flexible 
reporting for your auditors.

Increase Provider Satisfaction — Let’s face it, providers hate the credentialing process. 
We make it easy for everyone.

Flexible and Configurable — Work the way you want to work. We won’t force you into an 
unnatural process.
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How it all fits together

What else can symplr
do for you?

ABOUT SYMPLR

HAVE QUESTIONS? NEED HELP?

Payor Enrollment 
Services
Get on the fast track to 
reimbursement — let us 
handle the paperwork and 
headache of enrolling your 
providers with payors.

Exclusion Screening
Protect your facility from 
excluded or debarred 
individuals or entities — get 
the fastest, most accurate 
screening of your staff, 
suppliers, and providers —  
guaranteed.

Provider Privileging
Fast track the process of 
defining provider privileges 
with our turnkey, web-based 
solution

Event Reporting
Reduce risk and improve 
patient safety the symplr way 
with real-time incident and 
event alerting.

Save time, money, and resources by
streamlining your entire medical
credentialing process with our
easy-to-use, web-based solution.

Founded in 2006, symplr is an industry leader in 
compliance and credentialing Software as a Service 
solutions that help healthcare organizations mitigate 
risk and ensure compliance. symplr, along with the 
Cactus Software brand of provider management 
solutions, has a single mission: to make healthcare 
compliance and credentialing simpler for all 
constituents of the healthcare community. 

Cactus provider management solutions from


